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3. WORLD TOURISM World Tourism: It's an industry that
creates value for a billion people on a global scale.
Shiro, a young man in his 20s, has taken upon the
mission of making a great tour organiser. Every day, he
deals with a lot of issues and problems and encounters
many different types of people. This is a brand new
business whose main purpose is to promote areas in
Japan by selling tickets for visitors. As Shiro's boss, you
need to hire new staff to help with Shiro's project. And
in order to grow, you need to do a good job and sell
more tickets. Even a small amount of money can help a
lot, so let's work together to create a better tourist
destination! Why it's fun: - Collecting money isn't as
easy as just writing "sell more tickets." - You can do
anything! - Customize the tour book and its style freely -
Compete with Shiro and earn a higher score! - Do a tour
of your own! Enjoy the new tourism business game!
ABOUT WORLD TOURISM 4. COLORFUL BALLOON
ANIMATION Colorful Balloon Animation: A soft balloon
feels good in your hand. There's a feeling of happiness
that you get when you're holding a balloon. Experience
all the feelings of this little balloon in an anime-like
world. You are a capsule-shaped creature. You can use
your bulb to fly up high with high speed, and reach
distant areas. As you play the game, you can collect
various kinds of balls and fruits. Play alone or with
another player! Why it's fun: -There are many different
kinds of places to visit in this game. -It's fun collecting
many kinds of things! -A perfect feeling of playing an
adventure game can be enjoyed. -People's pictures will
appear randomly at places you visit, so be careful!
Enjoy the new anime game! ABOUT COLORFUL
BALLOON ANIMATION

Features Key:
 A Variety of Game Play
 A Huge and Complex World
 A Challenging and Intense PVE Play
 Various 1-on-1 Mvs Mps
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 A highly visual experience in which thrilling action, wide variety, and exciting
worldview come together
 A story that evolves in parallel with any play scenario (rather than a single hero)
where breathtaking and exhilarating action unfolds
 A system by which a struggle between a variety of characters can be carried out
on several screens at once

RPG Elements (from the original Elden Ring)

 Choose your character’s name, class, and attribute. Customize your character to
your heart’s content.
 Equip and learn various kinds of weapons and magic to fight. Equip different
kinds of armor to obtain the best items.
 Attack after choosing a posture appropriate for the situation.
 Gain experience (the former ‘XP’ in RPGs) that allows you to increase your
attributes and boost your abilities. You can use this XP to learn new skills.
 You can use many different attack techniques depending on the flow of play.
 Explore the vast and complex world as you replay dungeons, fighting against
different kinds of enemies.

New Fantasy Features

 Clear plains, dungeons, and battles that are lively and inspiring.
 Fight against deranged and powerful enemies using the magic of the lords and
the deeds of the heroes.
 Battle against one-on-one opponents. It’s easier to keep the flow going as you
fight within a party of three or more!
 Fight near the edge and experience the thrilling excitement of more exciting
battles and more graphic attacks as you fight against faraway enemies!
 Battle against other players using various customizations.
 You can also forge a new path with a companion.
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